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LINE K SCENTED SHAMPOO

  Shampoo neutral K 
Highly concentrated shampoo with wheat proteins. Gently cleans all types talk or
discussion and hair, leaving it soft and luminous.
 Usage:  Wet hair, apply a small amount of product on the hair, massage and rinse
abbondantemente.Ripetere the operation a second time and rinse very well. Blot your hair
with a towel and get styling.
Bottle 250 ml
Bottle of 1000 ml 

  emollient shampoo K 
Highly concentrated shampoo with wheat proteins. Gently cleans all types of skin and hair,
making them light and fluffy.
 Usage:  Wet hair, apply a small amount of product on the hair, massage and rinse
thoroughly. Repeat a second time and rinse very well. Blot your hair with a towel and get
styling.
Bottle of 1000 ml 

  K Chocolate Shampoo 
Shampoo with wheat protein concentrate suitable for all hair types, flavored with
chocolate. It gives the hair softness, shine and manageability.
 Usage:  Wet hair, apply a small amount of product on the hair, massage and rinse
thoroughly. Repeat a second time and rinse very well. Blot your hair with a towel and get
styling.
Bottle 250 ml
Bottle of 1000 ml 

  Shampoo K cream and strawberry 
Shampoo with wheat protein concentrate suitable for all hair types, scented cream &
strawberry. It gives the hair softness, shine and manageability.
 Usage:  Wet hair, apply a small amount of product on the hair, massage and rinse
thoroughly. Repeat a second time and rinse very well. Blot your hair with a towel and get
styling.
Bottle 250 ml
Bottle of 1000 ml 
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  K Milk Shampoo 
Shampoo with wheat protein concentrate suitable for all hair types, flavored with milk. It
gives the hair softness, shine and manageability.
 Usage:  Wet hair, apply a small amount of product on the hair, massage and rinse
thoroughly. Repeat a second time and rinse very well. Blot your hair with a towel and get
styling.
Bottle 250 ml
Bottle of 1000 ml 

  K Shampoo green tea 
Shampoo with wheat protein concentrate suitable for all hair types, flavored with green
tea. It gives the hair softness, shine and manageability.
 Usage:  Wet hair, apply a small amount of product on the hair, massage and rinse
thoroughly. Repeat a second time and rinse very well. Blot your hair with a towel and get
styling.
Bottle 250 ml
Bottle of 1000 ml 
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